Svenstol® 24/7

Yellow jersey for Svenstol® S5
Any outstanding 24-hour chair is...
…like a Tour de France cyclist. Only the strongest in both mountain stages and time trials leads from
the front. The weaker riders never make it to Paris.
A 24-hour chair also has to be in peak condition: excellent levels of comfort, extreme resilience and
the ability to cope with shift work, changing users and stressful control room situations. Other chairs
cause unnecessary strains, errors and costs and simply cannot make the full distance.
With a Svenstol® S5 you cross the line easily and overcoming the peaks presented by both stress
and work no longer seems so challenging.

Svenstol® S5 fabric/leather mix with comfortable headrest and tip-up armrests.

Svenstol®
Made in Germany
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Bringing car comfort into the office
Sitting comfort for long periods
Is it the same for you? You get into your car and immediately feel relaxed - even on long journeys.
This great feeling is the result of research into factors such as the shape and structure of cushioning,
foam density and cell structure, cover material and cushioning technology.
With our comfortPlus cushioning we have adapted this knowledge for the ergonomic requirements
of screen work. The maximised contact surface enables improved weight distribution and reduced
muscular tension: ideal for periods of focussed work.

ComfortPlus cushioning for relaxed and tension free sitting when working.
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Active sitting
Focussed work
In critical control room situations it is essential that the correct decision is made quickly.
Our activePlus mechanism is specifically targeted at meeting this challenge.

Ergonomisches
Produkt

The dynamics are based on the torsional spring: the constant counter pressure when leaning back,
together with the seating surface, which can be tilted, encourage active sitting and ensure good
circulation. The angle of recline is a world beating 45 degrees and invites the user to relax and lean
back in the chair. This offers new perspectives and relieves the pressure on intervertebral discs and
musculature.

The activePlus mechanism enables relaxed and active sitting.

www.igr-ev.de
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Steel
backrests

Our ESP system
Ergonomic stability programme
hard-wearing cushioning

The load on chairs is seven times greater in control rooms than in offices, and that‘s not just due to
permanent use. The chair is used by different people and is therefore adjusted frequently; a significantly larger proportion of time is spent sitting; when working, sitting positions are often adopted
which place significant burdens on the chair; the users are predominately men and the average
weight is higher.
Our ESP will ensure that a Svenstol® S5 can cope with these stresses and tins for many years to
come.

replaceable
seat cushioning
Steel seat
frame

strengthened guide tube
for gas spring column

Mechanism made from
specially alloyed steel

6 legged
base

Ergonomic also means durable: the individual elements of our ESP.
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One for all
Perfect for multiple users
It is particularly important in control rooms, where the chairs are shared by many people, that the
chair can be adapted, wherever possible, to meet the physical needs of all users. As well as the
height, armrests and headrests, the pneumatic lumber support and seat depth can also be adjusted
specifically to individual requirements.

Quick and easy: Settings for multiple users.

Headrest

Armrest

Armrest with
height adjustment

Backrest

Seat Height

Pelvic Support

Mechanism

Seat Depthsetting
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There can only be one?
The classic Svenstol®
The Svenstol® is also available in the classic executive chair design. Two facts are very clear about
the broad back, subtle tapering and the vertical stripe cushioning of the Svenstol® S6: this is the
place where decisions are made and where timeless quality takes priority over turning a quick profit.
Above all, of course, the Svenstol® S6 is all about comfortable sitting and relaxed working. Hence
the reason for the Svenstol® S5 functions and sitting comfort. Sit down and experience a totally new
sitting experience. But never forget that no one will pay you the overtime.

Svenstol® S6 in black leather with comfort Headrest and tip-up armrests.
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Do you want increased comfort at work?
If so, find out more about Svenstol®
You can request product sheets from us free of charge showing all types of cover material and optional features. All information and documentation is available on our website.
Free trial:
You can only really find out how good our chairs are by using them: Have a free trial to see for yourself the quality the chair has to offer. We would be happy to provide you with a test chair.

info@stolcomfort.com
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